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- what it is NOT...?
  - in DEPTH explanation of the most important .NET GC parts. I've done that already! .NET GC Internals took ~14h

- what it is...?
  - practical debugging/diagnosing/measuring series 😊
  - practical best-practices programming series
  - interactive ~1h webinars - ad hoc drawings, live coding, do not hesitate to Q&A
  - various levels - from beginners to advanced ones
Today's agenda

Explaining my two recent infographics:

- `ReadOnlySpan` trick with `byte[]` - 🔄 perpetratore
- `SkipLocalsInit` and `Unsafe.SkipInit` - 🔄 perpetratore
ReadOnlySpan trick with byte[]

```csharp
[Benchmark]
public byte Create1()
{
    var array = new byte[] { 1, 2, 3, 4 };
    return array[0];
}

[Benchmark]
public byte Create2()
{
    ReadOnlySpan<byte> array = new byte[] { 1, 2, 3, 4 };
    return array[0];
}
```

Did you know...? The byte array assigned to `ReadOnlySpan<byte>` is a magic C# compiler trick to not allocate array at all.

dotnetmemoryexpert.com
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- [Roslyn implementation](#)
- Use case #1 - [memory-free initialization helper](#) - we can see an example [here](#)
- Use case #2 - [it works for static ROS too](#) - we can see an example [here](#)
- Use case #3..64 - Look for `ReadOnlySpan<.*>.*(=|=>)\s+new (byte|sbyte)` in `dotnet/runtime`
- Use case... yours? - Look for `(\sSpan<.*>|var|byte\[\]).*(=|=>)\s+new (byte|sbyte)\s+\{` in your project :)

**Trick spiciness:** 🌶️🌶️🌶️🌶️
SkipLocalsInit and Unsafe.SkipInit

```csharp
[SkipLocalsInit]
public bool TryDoSomething(out Guid value, out int consumed)
{
    Unsafe.SkipInit(out value);
    Unsafe.SkipInit(out consumed);
    if (DoMagic())
    {
        value = Guid.NewGuid();
        consumed = 16;
        return true;
    }
    return false;
}
```

Did you know...? In C# you can relax the assignment requirement with Unsafe.SkipInit and also get rid of zero initialization with SkipLocalsInit.
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Thank you! Any questions?!